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About This Game

Concept:
Get ready for a medieval adventure, full of mysteries and brutal monsters.

Play as a little princess who faces against a horde of bloody critters
and an invincible dragon god.

It's told by the legends that the dragon god is born above the earth and beneath the sky.
She grew up with her father, the king of the north, as a lonely princess without any friends.

With the return of the dragon god, the main chronicle of our heroine princess begins.
Princess Rika holds the answer in her heart.

Welcome to God's Death and conquer the enigma of the dragon god!

Key features:
-Customize your heroes by leveling, armors and weapons

-Explore a big overworld map to find special places.
-Unique battle system! There are many skills like magic and items: Killing the enemies with trashy and hard attacks makes a

funny experience.
-Music and tunes by the great music artist Andreas Meilicke

BONUS CONTENT/GAME IN THE GAME FOLDER!
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=> "God's Death III"

Facts:
-Animated battler
-Parallax mapping

-Over 80 Maps
-More than 3 hours of gametime

Story:
A very depressed lonely person in an apocalyptic world,

Aliens will flood the earth. You are the last hope for the humanity!
Travel through a world full of pain and loneliness to

find the way to yourself.
Only with a heart full of light you can save the world!

But you are not all alone.
A witch will accompany you on your way.

Is she friend or enemy?
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Marco Tancredi
Publisher:
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YEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHH!!!!!
Awesome game from an awesome dude! 10/10 worth the money. A decent enough little game. It's not quite the best pirate game
by CoG, but it's a bit of a crowded field; Choice of the Pirate, Red Sails, etc. In all, I'd say it really does feel quite a lot like a
TTRPG with a halfway decent GM. Some parts feel a bit forced, and others feel a bit glossed over, but that's often to be
expected in tabletop. The romance options are decent, but not examplary; I remember them, but it's not like the love interests in
Choice of Robots or Choice of Magics. The skills are usually pretty clear about what does what, though combat skills can get a
bit confusing if you're not familiar with 7th Sea; To be wholly sure, I had to do a bit of googling. In all, I do recommend it; it's
solid all round, though it's not quite on the level of some of the other entires by Choice of Games.. Wow. I became almost
immediately immersed in this game from the start. I've read the other reviews--almost all positive, although I understand where
people get irritable when certain cultural or political views become a part of an adventure game...but for me, I've personally
followed and happily played probably all of Francisco Gonzalez's games, even way back from freeware like "Back Door Man"
and all of the "Ben Jordan" games. This game in particular showed his growth as a game developer, and like I said, drew me in
to the plotline from the start. I loved the artwork, I loved being able to work my way through cases in my own time, even if my
choices led to less than optimal outcomes. I enjoyed that it wasn't too linear, and I really grew fond of the main character(s),
even having several laughs along the way, despite the fact that it was a "who-dunnit" murder mystery. I can't say enough
complimentary things, really. I get picky with adventure games, and this is a MUST PLAY. Period.. A highly bombastic game
set in a desolate world on the edge of oblivion. There’s not much about Rogue that doesn’t scream epic. I loved the original and
this is a very solid redux, worth your time.. working and playable now.. it's not a bad game not awesome either, but charging 5
euro to unlock VR mode for a game developped with vr mechanics is unethical,
"you can afford a vr headset, you must be rich, let's me charge you for that"
. Excellently detailed and believable powered armor simulaton. There really should be more games in that genre.. If there is ever
to be a game better than this, I will personally ebsure that the finest quality of radiance is gained from it.. Great sub, glad I got
it.. I really love this game, even though it was made on rpg maker, there is just a little problem not big, just that you can not
fullscreen, wtich is not a big, deal but i would say at least try the game, cause i like it alot.
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i like it, not bad.. I thought it might be nice to add a little more about the units and race trade offs: some of this is related
elsewhere, but having it all in one place is helpful.

Nova:
All buildings must be landed before use, but can be moved and relanded.

Three ground units: two attack air and ground, the mid-sized one only attacks ground. The smallest ground units are really fun
for harassment of enemy extractors, and are almost invisible.

Three air units, the smallest one only attacks air. The biggest unit for this race is a Flagship, which of course, flies.

There is a special drone which can disable weapons in the opponent's army and also attacks ground.

The big defense for the mothership is a drone release similar to SC2 carriers.

There is a special ability for the probes which releases three small "flashlight" drones, which move in sync with the probe. It has
enough range that parking the probes near your enemy and using the drones is effective.

YX:
This is a sort of "Transformer" race, with the most flexibility (everything is built out of the same building blocks "Cells", which
are mobile). A not entirely bad option with this race is to build one probe and a ton of cells and then tailor your army once you
know what you are facing.

Buildings are not mobile, once built, but can be split back into cells.

I think you have to build ground tech before air, but you have the option of scrapping the building, so it's not as big of a deal as
with Nova if you want to go all air.
There is a special ability for one of the midsized units which bumps up how hard adjacent units hit.

The mothership defense is a shockwave with decent area.

The light option for the probes is a scanning ability, which basically gives a really big circle of vision around the probe.

The big unit for this race is a ground unit, so a little easier to counter than the Nova and Human flagships.

The upgrades for YX have more levels than for the other races, not sure if that means they can ultimately hit harder.

Human:
All of the human buildings are mobile, so you can have fun with moving your base around, and the "static" defenders are easier
to get into position. The units are more limited for this race in terms of what they can attack (you have all the permutations of
"air" or "ground" units that can only attack air or ground, it is sometimes hard to remember), so you need to be careful with
what you attack with what. There is a special ability for the second largest air unit which creates a vortex which attracts enemy
fire.
The mothership defense is a missile attack, and the probe special ability is the best one in my opinion, which are a series of
torches that you can drop and leave. Torches can be destroyed by the enemy, however.

The flagship is a big air unit, which is probably the best unit in the game for killing the opponent's mothership because of the
missile attack.

Overall note: with all races, the mothership defense and the flagship special ability are one and the same. All of the races have a
unit which repairs others, something which always bothered me about starcraft (they have advanced technology and it Never
Breaks? Really?).

Mouse actions:
In general, left click selects units, middle click pans, right click places/initiates actions. To attack move, use left alt plus right
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click. To select all units of a given type, use Shift plus left click.. W A L K I N G S I M U L A T O R O N D R U G S

Not bad, but it gives headache, more a proof of concept than a complete game. Also very short. Ah and also cards not dropping
yet for those interested. 4/10, get it when on sale.. An old classic... good classic combat.. "Krai Mira: Extended Cut" the name
says all. I mean like others said this feels like extended cut of planned game.
If this is true this game is made by single person then I must admit one can see that there has been much love put into it and that
the creator played Fallout series quite a lot.
Now if you have played Fallout mainly 2nd part imagine the game that feels like Fallout but there are no secondary skills(as this
come-no training books either), the companions don't have any settings(including inventory), there are almost no side quests,
random encounters are limited in diversity to one or max. two areas, there is no shop economy, loot is mainly random generated
(including stores), graphics is much better but far more choppy, day and night only influence perception, there is no detailed
description of items in the shop, some of the locations don't serve any purpose or their purpose is limited to single action, there
is no 2nd weapon set and the weapons cannot be reloaded after accessing inventory, inventory items have stat requirements that
require a lot of leveling...
So this game is bad? Well, no. Main plot saves the game. You are getting your money worth or even more. It is well worth
investment IMHO to experience a fresh approach to Fallout series. The story is interesting enough.  Speaking of don't forget to
visit the locations after ending for aftermatch dialog The models are solid and music is almost on par with Fallout series. Game
is well optimized and runs flawlessly through Steamplay (Linux).. This is a seriously fun game. I got it for 50 cents but I would
pay the three dollars for this amount of shenanigans. I just have one question:

WHERE IS THE MULTIPLAYER?!?!?!?!?!?!?!

Seriously, it is fun, but why can't I meme with friends too?

Otherwise, rofllmao. Please keep it going.. PUBG with actual gameplay.
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